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STANDING AND
SWINGING

rofessionals, who play and practise every day, develop
extremely strong hands. It doesn't take them any

special effort to hold the club very firmly indeed when playing
a full swing. In contrast, club golfers play very much less,
often averaging, say, one game per weekend, so obviously,
their fingers don't have the opportunity to become nearly as
strong as those of a professional.

Nevertheless, it's important to avoid gripping the club
tightly, forcing the muscles of forearm, upper arm and
shoulders to become taut.

Unfortunately, it feels necessary to grip tightly, because
everyone is aware how important the hands are: they are,
after all. the only connection between the club and you. The
answer is to concentrate on being firm, not tight. It's
impossible to swing back and through freely with a tight grip,
and it's all too easy to lose vital c1ubhead speed.

Keep supple on the backswing Your grip will firm up
quite naturally when in the hitting area.



movement back to the ball does have an effect. namely to pull
the arms down to approximately hip level. By themselves, the
arms do nothing at all

But their moment is coming' The rest of the down and
through swing is virtually all hands and arms, and they
provide by far the greatest part of c1ubhead speed

Even at this late point in the swing, even when
everything has gone very well indeed, your action can still go
fatally wrong And the crucial point is the position of the left
wrist at impact

So many poor plilyers produce il flicking movement in
that final moment When they meet the ball. the left wrist is
already flexed, forcing the palm of the hand to face the floor

The left wrist should remain firm, with the back of the
hand facing the target. and the palm facing to the rear, just as
it does in the address position. Let's think of what happens if
it does flex in the impact area of your swing.

You can try it out for yourself in slow motion. Two things
are immediately apparent

If you are using an iron, the blade will rapidly increase in The left wrist flexed too early.

loft. and just as certainly, it will become more open All
golfers who allow the wrists to flex too early are habitual
slicers - unless they grip the club in an extremely shut
position - and, usually, they will hit the ball very high,
because they have turned the loft of a 5-iron into, say,
a 7-iron.

From time to time, such golfers will play quite good golf,
and on a good day, their timing of the wrist-break will be fairly
consistent But the slice and loss of distance will surely still
be there. 'All right: you may say, 'that can be compensated by
using straight-faced irons, more so than should be needed for
a shot of that length So it doesn't matter in the least'

Ouite so But you won't be in the least pleased about
your loss of distance with driver and fairway woods.

Far more important. how can you hope to meet the ball
with the same amount of wrist break each time? No. That firm
left wrist is the recipe for consistency Let the lesson be - the
left wrist must still be in the address position at impact

This is how it should be. Left arms and club still
in a straight line.



The left wrist should remain firm, with the back of the
hand facing the target. and the palm facing to the rear, just as
it does in the address position, Let's think of what happens if
it does flex in the impact area of your swing,



left wrist is the recipe for consistency_ Let the lesson be - the
left wrist must still be in the address position at impact



I suggest that. at this point. you dissect your swing, bit by bit.
with all the movements carried out correctly Try the lower
body - feet, legs, hips - first. There doesn't seem to be much
speed from that area, does there?

Now the shoulders and back. A little more? But not
much. So far, you have seen all those powerful thigh, back
and shoulder muscles provide very little in the way of
clubhead speed, though, admittedly, they do help In the
main, as I have already stressed, they provide the mechanical
basis so that the hands and arms can lash the c1ubhead
through the target line They are vital in moving heavy
weights - but a golf club isn't exactly heavy.

Primarily, to hit a long ball. what is needed is the ability
to accelerate a light weight - a golf c1ubhead and shaft. And
that's done by a combination of hand and arm speed.





the time of ball strike.
Depending on the variation of
this hand position, the loft is
either slightly or considerably
reduced.
Hooded face: the angle of a
c1ubface when the golfer
addresses or strikes the ball with
the hands well ahead of the
c1ubhead.
Hook: movement of the ball
from right to left. The ball usually
begins by travelling right of the
target line and then begins
curving left.
Impact: when c1ubhead strikes
the baiL
Information: statements of fact
on such topics as distances and
direction. A strong distinction is
made, under the Rules of Golf,
between matters of fact
(information) and advice.
Interlocking: a method of
gripping where the little finger of
the right hand and the forefinger
of the left hand are entwined.
Jerks: the term has the same
meaning as 'yips' and 'twitch' All
refer to an involuntary nervous
movement, usually in the putting
stroke but which can also occur
in other short shots. This
nervous movement is usually
located in the hands, arms or
wrists. Many great players have
seen their careers come to an
end as a resu It of th is problem.
Lateral head movement: when
the head moves backwards, and
perhaps forwards, during the golf
swing
Lateral movement (on the
greens): ball movements to
either side.
Lay up: to play short (perhaps of
some danger on the golf course).
Leading edge: the front rather
than rear edge of a club.

Lie: how the ball is positioned
on the ground.
Loft: the slope on the face of a
golf club.
Loop: a golf swing when the
c1ubhead does not travel back
and down on merely the same
path, but loops round in the top
part of the backswing
Manipulating (with the hands):
consciously using the hands as a
separate element in a golf swing.
Mini-swing: the golf swing in
miniature.
Open face: position of the
c1ubface in relation to the ball
when the toe is slanted
outwards; also the position of
the c1ubhead at the top of the
backswing, when the toe does
not point along the target line
but points away from the player
to a greater or lesser extent.
Open stance: standing to the
ball with left foot further away
from the target line than the
right.
Out of bounds: outside the
boundaries of the golf course
These areas are usually around
the perimeter of the course, but
sometimes areas inside the
perimeter are designated out of
bounds - the practice ground is
sometimes an example of this.
Overlapping: grip of the club in
which the little finger of the right
hand rests on, or just beyond,
the forefinger of the left hand.
Perimeter weighing: a design
concept found mainly in irons,
but also in some putters and
most metal woods, where much
of the c1ubhead weight is
concentrated around the
c1ubhead rather than behind the
centre. The result is that an off-

. centre strike will still be
reasonably effective.

Pitch: a high shot, anywhere
between 10 and 150 yards, when
the ball travels mostly through
the air and with relatively little
run; also the point where a golf
ball lands on the ground
Plane: the arc followed by the
c1ubhead through the golf swing.
It may be 'in plane' or 'out of
plane'
Pull hook: a shot that goes to
the left immediately from the
c1ubface and then curves right to
left
Punch: manner of hitting a golf
ball where the forearms
dominate and there is less wrist
movement than usuaL
Recovery shots: these occur
after a player has hit a shot into
some difficulty. If the player can
retrieve the situation completely
they have 'recovered' For
example, if a player hits into a
greenside bunker but putts their
sand shot close to the hole, that
is a recovery. If, however, they
merely escape from that same
bunker and not near to the hole,
that is not a recovery.
Relief: times where you are
permitted to move your ball and
drop it elsewhere without
penalty
Reverse overlap: a grip used
mostly in putting, but also in
other short shots, where the left
index finger is extended over the
right hand.
Royal and Ancient: the golf club
in St. Andrews, Scotland, much
involved in administering
aspects of the game of golf One
of its prime responsibilities is
laying down the rules of golf in
most countries. This it does in
conjunction with the United
States Golf Association, which
bears this responsibility in North




